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21:00 hrs as this CCTV was now unavailable. (It would have been available if[D2,54: 
D2054 had raised this in his original complaint or emails). However, regardless 

of whether or not a DCO made this comment, prior to the removal and at the briefing 
at 23:19 hrs had been assessed as medically fit to fly on 27 June 
2017 and on 28 June 2017 at the briefing by CL Williams who was fully aware of the 
self harm attempt and the general,medical condition of D2054 1 I am satisfied 
that regardless of the comment, 1 D2054 was medically fit to be removed. 
Given this, I have concentrated on the initial allegation that L D2054 had not 
had the opportunity to leave his room voluntarily and without the use of force. 

7.5.3 D2054 ;was insistent that he had not had the chance to walk from his room to 
reception even after it was explained at telephone interview that the BWV had 
shown the opposite and that he had been given every opportunity to leave the room 
voluntarily and walk to reception. 

7.5.4 All the staff present at D2054 room (four officers in PPE, DCM Aldis, DCO 
Simmons and CL Williams) all said that D2054 had had more than one 
opportunity to leave his room voluntarily and refused to do so. 

7.5.5 The BWV footage from the two cameras showed that DCM Aldis spoke with 
02054 ;for two minutes and asked him six times to comply and leave his room,

voluntarily for reception for his removal to Nigeria by the Tascor escorts. He told 020541 
02054 that Healthcare were present. He showed [ D2054 the officers in 

PPE who would remove him by force if he refused to leave voluntarily and said twice 
that he did not want to send the officers in and use force but would D2054 i 
did not leave voluntarily. 

7.5.6 1 D2054 said that "it was not ok" and says something but this is muffled. When 
asked if he will leave voluntarily the final time,[ D2054 says "no ok boss" and 
the officers in PPE enter and use force. I was satisfied that [------bka7lwas given 
ample opportunity to leave his room voluntarily, understood what would happen if he 
did not and refused to leave voluntarily even so. 

7.5.7 The Detention Centre Rules state 'A detainee custody officer dealing with a detained 
person shall not use force unnecessarily and, when the application of force to a 
detained person is necessary, no more force than is necessary shall be used.' The 
Detention Centre Rule 41 authorises the use of force by a detainee custody officer 
(DCO) when dealing with a detained person. Force must only be used when it is: 

• reasonable in the circumstances; 
. necessary in the circumstances; 
■ the minimum amount of force which is necessary; and 
. proportionate to the seriousness of the circumstances 

7.5.8 The Operating Standards manual for IRCs states, The Centre will ensure that force 
is used only when necessary to keep a detainee in custody, to prevent violence, to 
prevent destruction of the property of the removal centre or of others and to prevent 
detainees from seeking to prevent their own removal physically or physically 
interfering with the lawful removal of another detainee. Force will only be used as a 
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measure of last resort and strictly within the terms of Rule 41 of the Detention 
Centre Rules 2001. If handcuffs are used as part of use of force Detention Services 
Order 1/2002 must be adhered to (this has been replaced by DSO 07/2016 Use of 
Restraints). The Centre will use and purchase training for control and restraint 
techniques from the Prison Service for England and Wales. Use of force must only 
be applied by members of staff who have undertaken necessary training. In the 
event of force being used, the Centre must ensure that detainees are seen by a 
member of the healthcare team as soon as practicable. The Centre must have a 
system for recording all incidents where use of force is applied and to monitor that 
use.' 

7.5.9 DCM Aldis made the decision to use force and this was a planned use of force, 
given D2054 had previously self harmed and said he could not return to 
Nigeria. He was entitled to do sobecausel___pm4 ._;was 'seeking to prevent his 
own removal.' He gave [..------D2054 ample opportunity to leave his room 
voluntarily and I am satisfied that the force used was 'as a last resort' and when all 
other avenues of persuasion had been exhausted. I found that the use of force 
was reasonable and necessary in the circumstances. 

7.5.10 I explored with the DCOs who used force what force they had used based on the 
evidence in their use of force reports and the BVVV and found this mainly consistent. 
(There were minor inconsistencies such as which arm an officer was on and who an 
officer took over from but I was satisfied this was an oversight and there was nothing 
of concern in this as the actions were the same). I asked them to justified the force 
they had used at the various points throughout the use of force and explain the 
techniques they used and these were all HO approved techniques. All the officers 
were trained in these techniques and in date to use these. I found that the use of 
force was the minimum amount of force which was necessary. 

7.5.11 I considered that the use of force had taken two minutes to the control and 
application of handcuffs and in total, including the handover to Tascor, 10 minutes. I 
considered that D2054 was shouting "Jesus" throughout, resisting the 
officers by moving his arms and legs about pre the application of the handcuffs and 
pushing back and shouting whilst walking to reception. I found the use of force 
was proportionate to the seriousness of the circumstances. 

7.5.12 On the evidence and to a balance of probabilities, I find that the allegation that 
the DCOs who had entered; D2054 I's room and used force to move him 
to reception had 'rushed him when he was trying to explain about his.
condition and not given him chance to walk to reception' unsubstantiated. LD20541 

D2054 had ample opportunity to leave voluntarily and chose not to do so. The 
use of force was a result of his attempt to frustrate his removal by physically refusing 
to leave his room for his removal. 

7.6 Allegation 6: that D2054 had hit his head on the floor during the use of 
force, had been unconscious and the force used on him had continued 
regardless. Given this and the lack of treatment,  he believed he had brain 
damage, loss of memory, could not sleep and 'non stop headaches.' 

7.6.1 i D2054 said that he had hit the back of his head on the floor when the 
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